
       GROUP TENNIS LESSON PLANS

Title

Age Level

Purpose

Number of Students

GETTING STARTED

WARM UP
Half of the play space is used for partner bump ups. Half of the play space 
is used for rock, paper and scissors tag. Play for 6 minutes and then switch 
groups.

Partner Bump Ups (Rallies) 
Partners are gently bumping up the ball onto a target/polyspot so that there 

is a continuous rally. Ball should be eye high on the bump.

Rock, Paper and Scissors Tag  
Kids form two lines facing their partner and play rock, paper & scissors.  The 
child who loses the game turns away from their partner and fast walks to a 
certain distance without being tagged. Kids return to the original position 
and keep playing the game until instructed to stop.

7 - 14

Introduction to Tennis Kids’ Tennis Club/PE

35

BEFORE YOU START

EQUIPMENT

• 4 - 36’ play spaces/courts 

• 18 foam balls

• 18 poly spots/carpet squares/
chalk

• Tennis net tape

• 18 racquets

• Bag of clothespins

OPTIONAL
Tennis tape, masking tape, jump rope, etc. for make-shift net.

RECOMMENDATIONS

SAFETY 
• Equipment should be stowed safely

• Check for any safety hazards in the playing area before play begins

THINGS TO REMEMBER
1. Focusing on sportsmanship in game play gives them real examples of  

how to implement good character (teamwork). Asking open-ended 
questions to the kids allows them to internalize and apply various 
sportsmanship traits that are emphasized.

2. Sometimes kids want to stick with their friends however it is important  
for them to work with different peers and make new friends.

3. The suggested lesson is designed for a large group and maximizes 
available equipment by utilizing one racquet and one ball for every  
two kids. 
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PLAY TIME

Star Catcher/Pass the Racquet
Four small play areas/courts with tennis tape and net posts/chairs will be 
used. Kids will form two lines at one far end of the courts.  

Quick games of Pass the Racquet (first to win 3 points) are played on each 
mini-court. Extra players wait outside the playing area.  
As soon as players finish a game, both groups come off the court and get 
back in line.  Kids who are first in line quickly fill the open courts as they 
become available. Players can earn a clothespin for their side for each mini-
match they win.  Kids rotating out should match up with new partners for 
their next game. Emphasize hitting to open space to improve chances of 
winning a point.

Safety: The kids need to exit and enter from the back of the court.

LESSON OF THE DAY

INTRODUCE TEAMWORK 

1. Sit in small circle and introduce the “theme of the day” which is 
teamwork. 

2. Ask children what teamwork means to them. 

3. Have them provide examples of teamwork in a tennis game. 

4. Use the next activity as an example of how it involves teamwork – 
passing the racquet and cooperative rallies. 

Rally Over Line to Target (Pass the Racquet)

1. Students choose a partner and then find another partner group to rally 
over a line. If there are an odd number of kids, one group of three kids 
will be acceptable. 

2. Partner groups should not be too far apart. The targets should be placed 
within a few feet of the line.

3. When rallying, kids will attempt to hit the ball to a target on the other 
side of the line. Kids are practicing for accuracy. Rallying involves 
teamwork and cooperation. 

4. Kids must pass the racquet to their partner after each hit.
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